LEARNING STYLE INDICATOR
How do you feel when you understand something totally
new?
Imagine learning anything with ease. The Learning Style
Indicator addresses the way people learn. It empowers your
mind to learn.
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You will find the LSI an invaluable tool for getting the best
results. It is the smart pill—without the side effects.
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What is the Learning Style Indicator?
The Learning Style Indicator (LSI) is a professionally developed
learning and communication instrument. It is not a test that can
be passed or failed.
Learning is no longer just about individuals graduating from high
school or post-secondary institutions, then moving on to a career.
Change has never been more continuous, requiring each of us, if
we want to add value to the marketplace, to keep expanding our
knowledge, skills, and competencies. The average person in the
21st century will have 5 to 10 careers, including jobs that have
not even been invented yet.
This means that each of us—no matter what our age or
background—must commit to life-long learning.
The constant demand for knowledge requires new ways of
thinking about how we learn. The traditional learning model of
sitting in a classroom, listening to a teacher or instructor, does
not meet today’s various learning needs. As life-long learners, we
must be aware of our preferred and best learning styles, so we can be intentional with our current and future learning
experiences. That is why blended learning "offering many different ways to learn the same information/content" is quickly
becoming the new norm. For us as individuals, one of the main purposes of the Learning Style Indicator is understanding
which learning options will best serve us.
It is not a question of if you will be required to learn more in the future, but of when and how. Teachers labeled one of the
authors of the Learning Style Indicator "a slow and a disruptive learner." Once he discovered and understood his preferred
learning style "which was opposite to that school’s methods of instructing" he went on to achieve honors in his Master’s
degree.
One of the reasons the Learning Style Indicator is such a powerful instrument is that it equips you with the knowledge to be
pro-active with your method of success.
If you instruct or teach others in any capacity, paid or volunteer, complete the sister assessment: the Instructional Style
Indicator. This will reveal your predominant instructional style and the impact it is having on your learners.
Finally, CRG has created a trademarked resource program that can be taught using these assessments. The program is called,
W hy Don’t You Teach The W ay That I Learn?TM with versions for both learners and instructors.
The LSI can assist you to increase your overall learning effectiveness and equip you with strategies for being intentional in all
your learning requirements. From high school and college students to all adult learners, the information contained in the LSI
is invaluable.
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Understanding Your Learning Style
W e will get to your scores in a minute. First, let’s outline the Learning and Personality Development Factors.
Learning style is only one part of your personality. Even though it is important, it represents only one facet of you. W e must
acknowledge that human beings are more complex than just their learning style.
To simplify and explain this complexity, CRG created the Learning and Personality Development Factors Model (see illustration
below). All these Factors, at various levels, have contributed and are contributing to your Personality Development. Each
factor is self-evident, except perhaps Emotional Anchors, where a past experience of a positive or negative nature stirs an
emotional reaction within.
Learning style assessment can be complex, yet when approached in a systematic manner, it becomes more manageable and
offers you a tool for increased clarity in self-understanding and improved learning effectiveness.
To learn more about the Personality Development Factors Model, buy the book, W hy Aren’t You More Like Me? available from
CRG.
S el f -W o rth l evel s

Self-concept: What you think
about yourself
Self-perception
Identify
Self-esteem: The way you
feel about yourself
Acceptance of self
Respect for self

Bi o p h ysi c al In f l u en c es

Genetics, gender, body type,
birth defects
Biochemical imbalances,
addictions
Health concerns: Allergies,
aging
Physical and mental
disabilities

P erso n al S tyl e P ref eren c es

Behavioral ACTION
Cognitive ANALYSIS
Interpersonal HARMONY
Affective EXPRESSION

INTERNAL FACTORS

THE WHOLE PERSON
EXTERNAL FACTORS
E n vi ro n men tal S ystems

Schools
Workplace
Military service
Society
Culture
Nature (climate, geography)
War zones

S o c i al Teac h ers

Parents and older family
members
Teachers, pastors, coaches,
friends, peers, neighbors
Media personalities: Actors,
authors, rock stars, artists,
other famous people

E mo ti o n al A n c h o rs

Negative examples: Divorce,
physical and verbal abuse,
death of a loved one, failure,
moving, job loss, etc.
Positive examples: A lot of
children, a big promotion,
winning the lottery, being a
hero, etc
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What is Learning Style?
It is simply your natural preference to seek out, acquire, and apply
information from learning situations. Many factors determine your
learning style and how much rigidity or flexibility you
demonstrate. Your learning style is created by a complex set of
behaviors and attitudes that strongly affect the way you can
engage information which, in turn, will cause you to learn or not
to learn.
There are no right or wrong learning styles; there are simply
preferences. Research reveals you are born with a preferred
learning style; it is mostly consistent throughout your lifetime. It is
your natural predisposition to perceive, approach, and interact
with the environment—which includes time, people, tasks, and
situations.

What Learning Style is Not!
Many individuals confuse learning style with other factors that are
independent from learning style but that still contribute overall to the way a person learns. Here are a few of the
characteristics that can influence the overall learning process/success of an individual but that are still independent from
learning style.
IQ
Your intelligence does not determine your learning style.
A b i l i ti es
The growing research on intelligence shows, for example, how certain individuals can easily engage music but fail miserably
in mathematics. Individuals with completely different abilities can be similar in the way they prefer to learn.
In terests
Two individuals might have the same preferred learning style but completely different interests, for example, one in medicine
and the other in heavy-duty mechanics.
Learn i n g Di sab i l i ti es
Conditions such as Dyslexia and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) can influence the way individuals learn. If these conditions
are successfully treated, however, individuals’ natural learning preferences would most likely not change.
Heal th
There is more and more evidence linking the ability/capability of a person’s learning to his or her overall health, wellness, and
nutritional habits. For example, individuals’ ability to learn can be influenced if they get little sleep prior to a learning
experience or if they are addicted to caffeine and/or nicotine. That influence will vary, based on their overall health and
wellness level.
Cu l tu re
All learning experiences/processes are part of a cultural norm. This can include countries (and regions within countries),
institutions, organizations, and families. Example: the majority of North American schools operate on a military education
model designed in the 1700s. The fact that our educational culture or methodology is supportive of certain learning styles
and not of others has been sighted as one of the contributing factors to the high drop-out rate.
Note: Our experience has shown that under extreme conditions and situations, your preferred learning style can shift but not
change.
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Learning Style: a Foundation
Theory and research indicate that four main styles are useful in
describing preferred ways of learning. Understanding those four
styles will provide you with helpful insights. It is also important
for you to understand how your learning style underlies your
preferred way of engaging and assimilating new processes and
information.
The main purpose of the LSI is to give you the framework and
common language to pro-actively create the best learning
environment for your life-long learning needs.
As you become more keenly aware of the consequences that a
mismatched learning style can cause, you can develop learning
strategies and style-flexibility to increase your learning success,
both professionally and personally. The learning preferences
exhibited by your style vary somewhat from person to person and
situation to situation. For the most part and for most people,
however, they remain consistent over time.
The general pattern you exhibit is unique and distinct from the patterns of most other people. Gaining deeper understanding
of the four learning style dimensions will assist you to appreciate the characteristics of the other styles. You can apply this
knowledge later, when you want to shift your style to be more effective, build your credibility, and increase your learning
with and from others.
Style-shifting is an important skill to develop. You can learn to be more flexible and effective without being artificial in the
way you present yourself.

Complete an LSI on Others
Because of the flexible, self-scoring nature of the LSI, it can be used in several contexts. You can complete the LSI on specific
younger individuals, to help you better understand their potential learning style. W e encourage this for anyone who has
responsibilities with children, including teachers and parents. Many educational institutions and parent associations are using
the LSI as part of their student success strategies.
Adults are not to be forgotten in this option or process. W ith many adults retraining for new workforce responsibilities, all
instructors of adults should be familiar with each learner’s preferred learning style—to better meet each learner’s needs. Career
transition centers, job search and placement firms, and universities use the Learning Style Indicator in this context and
application.
Although the LSI should never replace getting to know someone else personally, it can help you frame a way to understand a
person’s learning style and be aware of his or her needs.
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Understanding the Four Learning Style Dimensions
Beh avi o ral

A CTIO N

People with high B scores prefer being alone
and are very independent workers/learners.
They prefer to learn by themselves, rather
than in a group or class situation; they have
a strong preference for low direction from instructors.
These individuals like to have wide boundaries to learn
on their own, at their own pace, their own way; they
don’t want others to help unless they ask. They don’t
like long lectures or abstract thinking. They want
realistic learning examples with factual examples from
instructors with "real-life" experiences. They like
presentations short and to the point; they don’t like
instructors who talk too much and waste time. They
learn by doing, rather than hearing. They are quick to
set goals and often achieve them. They prefer to be
allowed to "discover" knowledge, rather than have it
handed to them in a book. This dimension influences
people toward taking action, typically making
decisions quickly with little fear of the environment.
They are competency-focused and want to be
evaluated on their performance, not on their
personality.

54

In terp erso n al

HA RMO NY

People scoring high in this dimension have a
strong preference for people-oriented
instructors. They respond best to a friendly,
nonjudgmental approach to learning. They
like to hear (auditory learners) others give testimony
about how they became skilled in their area of
expertise. They like to know how information being
presented can help others in positive ways. They often
keep their opinions private so arguments won’t occur.
They learn best by listening and watching. They prefer
lectures and most often are good at taking notes. They
like having time to absorb learning and complete
assignments and dislike fast-paced, high-pressure
learning environments. They prefer working in small
groups versus talking in front of large groups. They
are seldom critical of instructors unless leaders are
cruel to other learners. They like helping other
learners, but have difficulty with people who are
aggressive and strong-willed in getting what they
want. These individuals often place others before self
and tend to be shy and less talkative than most. They
like helping those in need and often seek support
roles.

45

Co g n i ti ve

A NA LYS IS

People with strong C scores tend to be
detail-oriented and sticklers for accuracy.
They like data-oriented presentations that
link concepts to statistics, historical events,
and outcomes, with specific, directional, and complete
instructions. Because this dimension’s primary learning
mode is via the eye gate (visual), they prefer aids such
as graphs, maps, charts, and videos. They are
perfectionistic in how they get work done and have
high expectations for themselves and others. They can
be critical of instructors who misuse time and who are
"shallow" in content. They set high standards for
themselves and others. They can get angry quickly if
instructors don’t take the learning process seriously
and prefer instructors to present information in ways
that allow them to best analyze its usefulness. It
stimulates them to be critical and evaluative in their
thinking. High C individuals can be verbal if others
disagree with what they believe is true and will be
confrontative, if necessary. They use a pro-and-con
decision-making approach.

31

A f f ec ti ve

E XP RE S S IO N

These experiential learners are partial to
entertaining, fun presentations. They enjoy
learning from others if the experience is not
hard or boring. They like being innovative
and creative when learning and prefer open-minded
instructors who are lenient when evaluating
performance. They don’t learn as well in highly
structured learning environments that contain routine
procedures and inflexible rules, including traditional
forms of classroom learning. They must physically
move to learn. Experiential means learning by doing,
with interactive groups and storytelling as methods of
instruction. They are interested in variety in all things,
at all costs. They tend to talk too much during
learning experiences, sometimes missing key concepts.
This dimension influences people to think openly
about everything and everybody. It stimulates them to
seek fun ahead of work and helps them accept others
for who they are. They prefer to influence others
through creative ideas and often are promoters,
salespeople, and public speakers. They like being in
front of crowds and seek attention from others.

30
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Learner Style Preferences
Now you have a visual graph that represents your learning style pattern. Here is what this might mean to you:
Each of us has all four dimensions, in varying intensities.
The higher your score in one of the dimensions, the more likely this dimension is influencing the way you perceive,
approach, and interact with the environment in learning situations.
The opposite is true for your lower scores. The lower your score in a style dimension, the less likely that dimension is
influencing your learning choices and preferences.

B
C
I
A

W EAK

MODERATE

STRONG

VERY STRONG
54

31
45
30

10

30

40

50

70

There is no right or wrong answer or distribution of numbers. The majority of individuals will have two scores above 40 and
two scores below 40. Some will have only one score above 40; others will have three scores 40 and above. A small
percentage of the population has all four scores within 4 to 5 points.
The combination of your four scores makes up your learning style pattern.
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Learner Style Preferences
Carefully read the description of each learning style quadrant to gain an understanding of Primary Learning Style, typical
preferences, and the common dislikes of each dimension.
Beh avi o ral
INDE P E NDE NT
P ri mary Learn er S tyl e P ref eren c e:
S CO RE
Independent
Learns best by self-directed actions:
working alone, trial and error, selfdiscovery, etc.

54

Co g n i ti ve
V IS UA L
P ri mary Learn er S tyl e P ref eren c e:
S CO RE
Visual
Learns best by using eyes: watching,
reading, writing ideas, seeing concepts
linked in models, etc.

31

A s an Learn er, P ref ers:
Fact-filled presentations
Self-directed learning activities
Learners working at their own pace
Outside-of-class activities
Realistic questions and answers
Self-discovery of information
Direct and to-the-point presentations
Independent, solitary study
Take-home examinations
Instructors who are business like

A s an Learn er, P ref ers:
Clear charts, graphs, and diagrams
Opportunities to read about the subject
Specific guidelines on how and when to do things
Group debates
Logical questions and answers
Opportunities to ask the instructors for help
Instruction on how to do things
Study from the textbook
Multiple-choice examinations
Instructors who are well organized

A s an Learn er, Di sl i kes:
Instructors who talk too much
Instructors who waste time
Group assignments
Instruction on how to do something
Instructors who don’t start on time

A s an Learn er, Di sl i kes:
Creation of experiments to test things
Presentations that are unorganized
Only one opportunity to see information
Instructors who are easy-graders
Instructors who are late

In terp erso n al
A UDITO RY
P ri mary Learn er S tyl e P ref eren c e:
S CO RE
Auditory
Learns best through the ears: hearing,
listening, lectures, presentations, etc.

45

A s an Learn er, P ref ers:
Explanations that are easy to follow
Opportunities to hear information
A steady work pace
Guest lecturers
Practical questions and answers
Opportunity to ask other learners for help
Clear, concise instructions
Note review to prepare for exams
Music in learning and productions
Fill-in-the-blank examinations
A s an Learn er, Di sl i kes:
Aggressive instructors
Presentations in front of the group
Instructors who criticize learners
Instructors who don’t care about learners
Instructors who grade unfairly

A f f ec ti ve
E XP E RIE NTIA L
P ri mary Learn er S tyl e P ref eren c e:
S CO RE
Experiential
Learns best by personal experience:
humor, activities, touching, group
discussion, storytelling, etc.

30

A s an Learn er, P ref ers:
Stories that are entertaining
Opportunities to meet people
More than one option
Group activities and assignments
Creative questions and answers
W hatever "feels right"
Hands-on experiences
Artistic and sporting events
Presentations in front of classes, groups, and
audiences
Oral or essay exams
A s an Learn er, Di sl i kes:
Lectures that are boring
Learning activities that aren’t fun
Routine approaches to learning
W orking alone on projects
Lack of extensions for late assignments
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Learning Style Patterns
Now that you have reviewed the four different learning style preferences and dislikes, you have a solid understanding of the
various needs and wants of each of the learning styles. Because everyone has all four learning styles, at different intensities,
we need to acknowledge that the majority of individuals will have their own unique learning style pattern.
W e suggest that understanding learning styles is important for all learners and that you can help others appreciate learning
style differences by sharing this knowledge and/or getting them their own LSI.
If you are an instructor, we recommend that you complete the sister assessment, the Instructional Style Indicator, so you can
be more effective and flexible when helping others learn.
Your Primary Learning Style Pattern includes all your scores 40 and over. Your scores are ranked by putting your highest score
first. There is, however, one exception - you may have two scores 40 or over within 5 points. In that case, you would have
two Primary Learning Style Patterns.
Individuals with any scores from 35 to 39 have one more step to complete: your Secondary Learning Style Pattern, which
simply includes all the letters that are 35 and over. W hen there are three or four letters in your pattern, then the order or
sequence of letters no longer applies the way it does when you have two letters. Note: If you don’t have a score between 35
and 39, you don’t have a Secondary Learning Style Pattern and that is fine.

Your Interpretative Summary(s)
Sample Report, Your Primary Pattern
B&I

Determined Learner

Learners with this style pattern tend to be non-verbal (B & I), extroverted toward tasks (B), and introverted toward people (I).
They are good at planning projects and getting results. Steady learners, they have a natural curiosity about many different
subjects. W hile they are usually pleasant to other learners, they really prefer to work alone so they can be more productive
with their time. They are goal-oriented when learning, but can learn about other topics and information that they consider
will be useful somewhere in the future. They are very determined when they decide they want to learn something and will
learn it completely, rather than just learning the part that will get them by for the moment.
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In-Depth Interpretation(s)
Sample Report, Your In-Depth Interpretation

Primary Pattern

B&I

Determined Learner

S tren g th s
Learners with this style pattern tend to be non-verbal (B & I), extroverted toward tasks (B), and introverted toward people (I).
They are good at planning projects and getting results. Steady learners, they have a natural curiosity about many different
subjects. W hile they are usually pleasant to other learners, they really prefer to work alone so they can be more productive
with their time. They are goal-oriented when learning, but can learn about other topics and information that they consider
will be useful somewhere in the future. They are very determined when they decide they want to learn something and will
learn it completely, rather than just learning the part that will get them by for the moment.
Li mi tati o n s
This style of learner can sometimes be too quiet. They may need to ask more questions to get the information they need to
succeed. W hen upset or unhappy, these learners can “clam up” and withdraw into their own head, not wanting others to
know they are frustrated. They can be stubborn and resistant if the Instructional Leader is unfair and attempts to control their
performance. W hile they don’t often get upset about being told what to do, they don’t like being told how to do things.
They have a strong preference for figuring out how to do things for themselves. This comes from their B dimension wanting
to be independent when learning. They can also take extra time getting jobs done because they often tend to “bite off more
than they can chew.”
S el f -P erc ep ti o n
These styles of learners might best describe themselves by saying, “I can, I can, I know I can do it. Just watch me.”
A p p ro ac h
They like to learn by listening to competent others discuss how and why they would do certain things in specific situations.
They seek harmony with Instructional Leaders and are often obedient, diligent workers when learning. They can learn in
group situations but don’t like wasting time socializing when there is work to be done.
S tyl e-S h i f ti n g Ti p s
You can develop learning-style flexibility by:
communicating your educational expectations and needs more clearly and more often;
getting involved in more experiential-learning activities and situations;
being open to fun and creativity as other ways of learning important information;
making sure your B doesn’t make time commitments that your I can’t keep.
In stru c ti o n al P ref eren c es
Learners with this style pattern often prefer:
Instructional Leaders who give them the freedom and responsibility to learn alone;
practical applications of learning concepts to real-life problem situations;
assignments and time that allow them to apply the learning to their goals and projects;
calm, friendly, and non-emotional presentations that focus primarily on facts.
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Developing Your Plan to Increase Your Learning Success
W e hope the LSI is just the beginning of your Learning Style journey. The results you created and the information provided in
the LSI have value only if you do something with them. W e encourage you to pro-actively create, identify, and embrace
learning strategies that can best serve your learning style pattern and needs.
W hat are Your Learning Style Preferences?
Review the summaries from the Four Learning Style Dimensions and the Learner Style Preferences as well as your LSI In-Depth Interpretations. Identify
the way you need and prefer to acquire new information and to engage new learning. Be specific about the learning strategies and environments that
serve you best.

In W hat Learning Environments Do You Not Learn W ell?
Identify the environments and learning processes where you find it most difficult to learn. Be clear and concise so that, if possible, you can avoid and/or
reduce those learning conditions in future.

Developing Your Pro-A ctive Learning Strategy Plan
Using your comments from questions A & B (above) and the information found in your LSI In-Depth Interpretations, identify three specific action items
to improve your learning success. Focus on creating the learning environment, processes, and choices that best fit your learning style needs.

W e also want you to consider how you might become more flexible in your approach to learning, to expand your choices, experiences, and possibilities.
In some situations, you will not have a choice about the way the learning is tak ing place, so having a plan to help you respond better to this learning
situation is equally important.
GOA L 1 / A ction Steps

GOA L 2 / A ction Steps

GOA L 3 / A ction Steps
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CRG Consulting Resource Group Inc.
CRG Consulting Resource Group International, Inc. is in the human-development and publishing business. CRG has been
Enriching People’s Lives throughout the world for over 30 years!
Our Mission is to transform and equip individuals, teams, and organizations to realize their full interpersonal, mental,
emotional, physical, financial, and spiritual purpose and potential, through the learning experiences we design and publish.
Over 1,000,000 people in 5500 + organizations worldwide, in eight languages, have benefited from our print-based and/or
online assessments, resources, and complete-program solutions. Our 100 + resources are utilized by HR and training
departments in Fortune 500 companies with senior executives and staff, in career centers, small-business owners, directselling organizations, educational institutions, church groups, parents, and students.
Our Vision is to be globally acknowledged as the Number One resource center for personal and professional development for
personal and professional developers. Our ever-expanding global network of Licensed Associates serves local needs
throughout the world. Through our training sessions, we equip internal and external consultants, coaches, trainers, speakers,
counselors, educators, and HR professionals on the use of CRG resources.
CRG provides an entire family of fast paced communication and learning tools that help you understand yourself better—your
Personal Style, leadership skills, learning styles, values and much more. Our assessments are not tests that can be passed or
failed—they are completely self-administered and self-scored. W e place the emphasis on the person and on his or her
development, rather then on the assessment.
For more information: http://www.crgleader.com/products/assessments/learning-style-indicator.html
(http://www.crgleader.com/products/assessments/learning-style-indicator.html)
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